In the Center
From the Office

Mary Johnson
Children’s Center

It has been a busy fall at Mary Johnson Children’s Center—it’s hard to believe that we
are already in November! It has been a joy welcoming new families and staff to Mary
Johnson this fall. This is our first issue of the newsletter—you can look for it seasonally.
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This time of year, the classrooms spend a lot of time outdoors, both on and off the
playground. They love exploring, taking long walks, and filling their “collection bags”.
We see the outdoors as a wonderful extension of the classrooms and we are fortunate
to have so many lovely places to investigate. We are now getting into the cooler weather
and we want to remind everyone to send your child with weather-appropriate outerwear.
Our Genevieve’s annual fall fundraiser was extremely successful netting us $2,000 in
profits. This money will help support programs for your children, so we appreciate your
efforts and congratulations to you and your children on a very successful fundraiser!
With Thanksgiving approaching, we have put Thanksgiving week sign up sheets in all the
classrooms for families to let us know if you will be out any days that week. We will be
open through Wednesday, but knowing your plans helps us to plan staffing. So please be
sure to fill that out.
We are considering a Strengthening Families session in the spring. If this interests you,
or you know of a family who would benefit, feel free to let the office know. Strengthening Families is a weekly evening program for families including dinner and group activities
for adults and children.
Keep your eyes peeled for information about collecting “Beautiful Stuff” - our collection
of recycled, renewed and found objects. We will be sending out our Beautiful Stuff letter shortly in hopes that you and your children will begin a collection bag at home to add
to our art studio collection at school.

“Oh the places you’ll go!”
Even our youngest toddler group gets
out to explore Middlebury indoors
and out. From the College to the
Rec Rink and skating!

Calendar Reminders


MJCC will be Closed
November 24 & 25
for Thanksgiving



FYI, The Festival
of Wreaths will not
take place this year

THUNDERDRAGONS ~ Kristin, Sue & Summer
It is hard to believe we are already nearing winter; fall flew by, and it is incredible to see how
much the Thunderdragons have grown and changed over such a short period of time! For most
of the children, this fall marked their first experience in a school setting. The children and
teachers spent valuable time getting to know one another, establishing routines, and learning how to use classroom materials. As the Thunderdragons continue to mesh
as a group, teachers have enjoyed getting to know each
child for his or her unique personality. We are excited to
update the classroom soon with a new layout, new materials, and new challenges that are tailored to the children's
blossoming interests, including ramps and vehicles, birds,
jumping and climbing, art experiences, and more.

Though we have only been to the ice skating rink a few times, the Thunderdragons are already
demonstrating increased balance, a greater confidence on the slippery surface, and more independence. During the first week, the children clung to teacher’s hands and stuck close to the
exit gate. Now, many children have begun pushing milk crates, walking on the ice independently,
and trying to keep up with older children as they travel from one side of the rink to the other.
The Thunderdragons have learned that it’s okay to fall down, and the best remedy for a fall is to
get back up, laugh it off, and keep having fun!
We are lucky to be part of the Music Together program, taught by Molly McEachen. She is full
of talent and energy, and it is amazing to see how deeply the children are engaged while we all
sing together. The Thunderdragons have
picked up on many of the rhythms and
hand motions in the songs, and love exploring different instruments, shakers,
scarves, and drums. The words, “More
Molly music!” can often be heard
throughout the classroom as children
ask for the Music Together CD to be
played while they dance, tap the beat on
their legs, or work on other projects.
We can’t wait to see what winter has in
store for us! Love, The Thunderdragons
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CASPIA ~ Chris, Matt & Chhoki
It’s crazy to think that we’re already over two months into the school
year!! You know the saying, “Time flies when you’re having fun”—and that
seems to be the case here in Caspia! We started the school year with
new friends, new families, a new classroom, and new routines/rules. The
first couple of weeks we spent a lot of time learning how to maneuver
through so many changes. Some things that were new to us included eating in the dining room, having some extra outside time after lunch, and
transitioning to small groups more frequently.
The children have done an amazing job eating in the lunchroom and following the rules that go along with the space. They’ve mastered finding
their table spot, sitting until all friends at their table are ready to
begin, using their table manners, and clearing their spot when finished. At the start of the school year we discussed
what phrase we wanted to use to begin lunch. Other classes use phrases such as, “1, 2, 3, happy lunch!” or “Let’s begin
our lunch!” At the start of our lunch all hands are raised to the “apple pie high sky” and on the count of 1, 2, 3 you’ll hear
“Thank you for lunch, Suzanne!” to which she always replies, “You’re welcome, Caspians!” After lunch we spend time on
the playground interacting with children from other classes. This chunk of time has really helped children get extra energy out before calming down for rest time. It has also been a nice opportunity to continue small group activities from
earlier in the day.
We continue to watch for children’s interests as we plan small group activities. For example, Chhoki
overheard children talking about what they saw in the environment. She furthered their conversation/interest by getting the microscope and taking a closer look at the items they spoke of. Chhoki
modeled how to use the microscope, how to close one eye and keep one eye open, and how to adjust
the clarity of the image. The children had a blast taking a closer look at leaves, rocks, and grass.
Chhoki plans to continue this thread of interest in the weeks/months to come. Similarly, Matt
showed the group a video of a ballet dancer dancing away. Before the video even came to the end,
several Caspians were emulating the ballet dancer’s moves. Their immediate interest in what they
saw lead to a small group of Caspians pretending to be ballet dancers dancing their way through the
classroom. In the upcoming weeks, Matt plans to continue this thread and contact a dance studio in
town to see if we could visit. Meanwhile, one morning Chris said that she needed the first-aid kit to
take care of a wound. As soon as she took out the first-aid kit several Caspians
asked if they could help her. Within minutes a small group of Caspians surrounded her as she described the items in the first-aid kid and their purpose. Those
surrounding her put on gloves, cleaned the wound, applied disinfecting cream, and
bandaged her wound. Their interest in the first-aid kit, and helping those who
are hurt has lead to several small groups of “doctor play.” Chris plans to continue
their interest by creating a “doctor space” in the classroom and seeing if a real
doctor can come and visit us!
While we’ve been breaking up into small groups
more often, we still enjoy venturing out as a
large group every now and again. We continue
to visit some of our favorite spots such as the
“beach area” down near Marble Works, the college swings, and the high school field or as
Winnie would say, “My daddy’s football field!”
Skating has been another large group adventure that’s gone very well. It’s incredible to
see how brave the Caspians are on the ice and
how much fun they’re having! As always, so much is happening in Caspia! It’s crazy
to think that the next time we write our newsletter we’ll be writing about gingerbread houses, winter, and sledding. Enjoy the fall months before they’re gone!
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DAWNTREADERS ~ Kari, Jackie & Melissa
We have had a fantastic fall thus far! The children have loved getting to know
their new classroom and materials. We were excited to welcome new friends and
teachers to the Dawntreader class and have quickly found our groove as a group!
Here are a few highlights from our time together since September:
The children’s relationships with each other continue to grow, blossom and become
more elaborate. They are excited to see one another each day and are greeted
with a hug and a “good morning”. Their cooperative play has become more intricate
and precise. Families, superheroes, pokemon and baby animals have taken over the
classroom each morning and are recurring storylines.
The group continues to enjoy outings in the community, and has worked to build
stamina for longer walks! In both small and large groups, the Dawntreaders have revisited favorite past destinations like the Wiggly Bridge, the high school fields, the
farmer’s market and the woods. Collecting natural materials has been very popular as
has examining insects, climbing on fallen logs and throwing leaves into the river.
Fairy houses have been a huge interest. It
all began when some Dawntreaders spent
their outside time building and renovating a
fairy garden. We decided to create our own
fairy village indoors. Many children have constructed various houses to add to
the village by using previously collected natural materials. It even has a river
connecting some of the structures.
Skating has started up again! The Dawntreaders have demonstrated enormous gains
in balance, confidence, strength and speed.
It has been wonderful to see them pick back
up from last spring! Many friends continue to
keep their skates on the entire time at the
rink, and some are beginning to venture away
from the milk crates in order to balance independently or with a teacher’s hand. Skating continues to be a time of many smiles and
challenging the body!
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NARNIA ~ Darcy, Lisa, Wendy & Jeff
The Narnians are off to a very busy year. We
have spent a lot of time getting to know one another and getting to know the rules and routines
of the classroom. The Narnians have shown that
they love to be active and love to be outside so
that is what we have been doing! We have gone
to the “Big Woods” (Battell Woods) were we ran
and ran and ran and then explored a huge rock.
We have also gone to the football field and
bleachers to play running games and climb, the
wiggly bridge and beyond to the college softball
field. Another fun place is the town gazebo and
the footbridge. We also explore the natural
world: sitting and listening to what we hear in
the woods; collecting leaves; throwing sticks and
rocks for sink and float explorations, and many
other things.
Back in the classroom there has been a lot of
building with small manipulatives (legos, trioblocks and zoobs) as well as with large
blocks. We have had castles, houses for
people and animals and even an L.L. Bean
store!

We continue to offer a lot of sensory materials; different
types of putty, sand and oobleck outside.
One small group of boys became very interested in robots
and built them each and every day with blocks. Seeing
this, teachers decided to further the interest and they
began creating robots out of recycled materials. It was a
process in which they had to research, plan, prep and build.
One robot turned into a weedwhacker!
At meeting we have been working a lot with breathing exercises. We are doing butterfly breaths and waterfall
breaths to help calm and get our bodies ready. We will continue to introduce new ways for the children to learn how to
calm their bodies.
Skating is off to a good start and we have already seen a lot of children trying hard not to use a crate! We are enjoying
our Wednesday morning sessions with Master Kellie Thomas who is doing TaeKwonDo with us.
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In the Kitchen ~ Suzanne Young
Pumpkin Pie Party - Save the Date!
Mary Johnson Children’s Center will have its 3rd Annual Pumpkin Pie Party on:
Monday, November 21
5—6:30 pm
Mary Johnson Dining Room
Make a pie with your child to bring home for your family dinner!

Scenes from last year’s event...
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FYI — Addison County Readers & Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library

